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Message
from the Chairman

G

olden Myanmar Airlines (GMA) is
focused on the development of
Myanmar aviation industry and to
become a reputable airline in the
region in compliance with the best aviation
industrial practices.
The founders strongly believe in the growth
potential of Myanmar aviation industry where
accelerated economic growth of the country
along with higher trafﬁc and passenger volume serving as strong indicators in presenting
a unique opportunities to build a modern domestic airline.
Airline growth is primarily driven by economic
growth of the country vice-versa where GMA’s
business mode is design to signiﬁcantly contribute back to the country’s economy through
innovation and digital transformation in
all aspects of its aviation services, with the

particular focus on pricing methods, where GMA will stick to its motto of “every time reasonable fare with the
passenger’s satisfaction”. We intended to develop a comprehensive training program with focus on high level
of safety and excellent service standards to ensure that all customers are treated with respect and care. GMA
employees will live by the slogan “Everything we do every day is for your satisfaction “. Additionally, everyone
in GMA ,from the CEO on down, will be familiar with and participate in every aspect of the work in customer
services as “Customer Oriented Carrier”.
Onbehalf of the Board of Director, our shareholders, our staff and our co-workers, we would like to express
our sincere gratitude to relevant Ministries, Civil Aviation Authorities, national and international organizations,
institutions, stake-holders, services providers and individuals who have contributed their efforts in cooperation
and shared with us their valuable support during our establishment
and development. We have no doubt that this business model we
choose will remain and continuously be improved and adapted for
the future sustainability and growth of the airline.

Khin Maung Aye
Chairman

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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YANGON HEAD OFFICE
3rd Floor, Saya San Plaza, Corner of New University Avenue & SayaSan road,
Bahan Township, Yangon, Union of Myanmar
Tel: +95 1 8604036 (hot line), +95 1 8604650~52, Fax: +95 1 8604051
Hot line : +95 9 977993000~4
Email: sales-marketing@gmairlines.com; reservations@gmairlines.com
Website: www.gmairlines.com
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Message
from the CEO

Mingalabar and welcome on board Golden Myanmar Airlines.
We hope the best innovations of our service will be satisﬁed by our
valued passengers.
The team of GMA will continually try to serve you with warm heart.
We have many plans to launch new destinations for our valued
customers in the future.
Wherever you are traveling, we wish you a wonderful experience
and thank you for choosing Golden Myanmar Airlines.

Kyaw Nyein
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Golden Myanmar Airlines

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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Com pa ny Profile

Golden Myanmar Airlines (GMA) is the ﬁrst public
company in Myanmar to operate an airline. It was
incorporated on September 14, 2012, under the
Myanmar Companies Act and with the mandate of the
Ministry of Transport.
The company's founding directors contributed 40
percent of the authorized share capital, while the
remaining 60 percent will be raised through the sale of
shares to the public in the future. The company receives
strong ﬁnancial support from the Co-operative Bank
and Tun Foundation Bank, which are both leading
banking institutions in Myanmar.
The airline uses both Yangon and Mandalay as hubs
to provide service to passengers. It also offers airport,
ground handling, technical handling of cargo, and other
aviation related services at Mandalay International
Airport.
An important factor for the growth of Golden Myanmar
Airlines is its well-qualiﬁed management team, whose
members all have a strong level of experience and
knowledge about the aviation industry, and excellent
leadership skills.
The experienced ﬂight operation team is led by a Chief
Pilot with more than 10,000 hours of ﬂight time. All
pilots have received training at a CAE training facility.
All staff at Golden Myanmar Airlines work to a high
standard, and many are certiﬁed by the International
Air Transport Association (IATA) and have completed
an IATA Operational Safety Audit (IOSA).
Similarly, our engineers and mechanics are trained here
and in Malaysia in line with international regulation
and practices. The maintenance of the aircraft and
the safety of the passengers are further sustained by
experienced support staff in engineering services,
materials and logistics.

10
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About our logo
A distinct mythology revolves
around the legendary Hintha
bird.
Widely
depicted
in
Myanmar’s arts, the mystical bird
has special meaning in monastic
philosophy, in that it is seen as
unsoiled by the illusory nature of
the material world.
The Hintha also represents
perfect union, balance and life.It
transcends the limitation of the
world surrounding it, as it can
walk on the earth, ﬂy in the sky
and swim in the water.
The mystique surrounding the
Hintha bird makes it perfect for
the logo of Golden Myanmar
Airlines,
which
combines
modern design with the tradition
and spirit of Myanmar. The
elegant, highly stylized Hintha
icon reﬂects the dynamism of
the airline and Myanmar aviation
industry.
The word “Golden”, which also
features prominently in the logo,
represents the signature brand
of the airline. The additional
stroke of color around the Hintha
bird signiﬁes a graceful ﬂight
towards a new horizon. The main
color of the icon is of course
gold,
representing
success,
achievement and prestige.

Our Mission
*

To fulﬁll the needs of the Myanmar
aviation market in the fast-growing
Myanmar economy.

*

To set a new standard for air services
and professionalism both within the
target market region and beyond.

Our Vision
*

To be a leading
international airline that
offers safe, reliable and
affordable air services.

*

Commitment
We are proud of our
commitment to

To achieve a high load factor and
proﬁtability by offering competitive
fares and quality service at minimal
cost.

Our Core Values

Our Motto

*

*

C.A.R.E

Action

*

Quality service

*

Efﬁciency

*

Customer satisfaction

ENJOY TO FLY MORE

Excellence

We can be trusted to take
action when there are

Responsibility

We strive for excellence in
Services

Safety concerns

We take responsibility for
our customer

*

*

*

Expertise

*

Customer needs
Contingencies

Security

Operations

*

*

*

*

Safety

*

Welfare
Golden Myanmar Airlines
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Our Commitment
GMA has grown to be Myanmar's leading domestic
public airline and we are determined to reach the
pinnacle of the aviation industry. We also intend to
continue living up to our motto, "Enjoy to ﬂy more."

High Quality Service

Being A Pioneer

We are dedicated to delivering outstanding inﬂight
service, superior on board products, and operational
excellence. Most importantly, we are dedicated to
our customers and believe that, “Everything we do
every day is for your satisfaction.” Our staff and crew
are not just there to deliver services, but also to
listen to your opinions and suggestions because we
strongly believe that we need you, the customers,
to grow and accomplish our goals.

We are proud to serve you as the ﬁrst public airline
in Myanmar and are pleased to offer a range of
domestic routes. We will be expanding our routes
in the year ahead and will open the gates for all
travelers to reach their chosen destinations in
Myanmar in a safe, reliable and convenient manner.

We Are Reliable
We operate modern ATR 72 aircraft that are fast,
reliable, affordable and safe, and can be used on
both international and domestic routes. We have
a highly qualiﬁed ﬂight crew with international
and wide body aircraft experience totalling several
thousand hours of ﬂying time. All crew are trained
abroad for Type Rating and undergo a further
stringent Line training to quality as Senior First
Ofﬁcers. Rest assured that safety and security are
our top priorities.

12
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Fly with
Golden Myanmar
Airlines
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MYEIK ARCHIPELAGO:
PERFECT ISOLATION
Richard Richardson

T

he water stretches out in front of me, a kaleidoscope
of brilliant light blues and greens, its perfect clearness
broken only by shadows of coral and marine life just

beneath the surface. The sky, too, is perfectly clear, and the
sun radiates a pleasant heat that makes the water only
more inviting. At each end of the 600-metre-long beach are
dramatic rocky outcrops covered in jungle.

14
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I am completely alone. I’m also completely
disconnected – there’s no mobile phone
reception, no internet. The isolation is so
perfect it’s almost giddying.
Except I’m not totally alone – it’s just that
the handful of other guests at Awei Pila are
scuba diving, hiking, snorkelling, sleeping,
reading or getting in a pre-sundown sundowner.
At my back, hidden slightly within the
treeline, are our tented bungalows, all
equipped with electricity, a comfortable
bed and a rainforest shower. A minimalist
reception, restaurant and swimming pool
area juts out slightly into the sand, while a
small dive centre is further down the beach.
With just 24 rooms, even if we all decided
to swim at once, though, we'd hardly notice
each other even if we all decided to swim at
the same time.

16
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©Awei Pila Resort

Awei Pila, at the northeast corner of Kyun Pila,
is one of the ﬁrst luxury island resorts to open
in the Myeik Archipelago, a region that until a
few years ago was mostly off limits to tourism.
For centuries it was a hideout for pirates and
rebels, and more recently provided a rich
bounty for commercial ﬁshing operations. All
the while, the seafaring Moken, often referred
to as “sea gypsies”, made it their home.
Today the archipelago is easily accessible via
Kawthaung – a two-hour ﬂight from Yangon
or a 30-minute boat ride across the Kra Buri
River from Ranong in Thailand – or the town
of Myeik, both of which are in southern
Myanmar’s Tanintharyi Region.
Travel restrictions haven’t been lifted
completely but Myeik’s beauty is slowly
being discovered by an outside world eager
for new experiences and locales. Bucking the

Today the archipelago is easily
accessible via Kawthaung – a
two-hour ﬂight from Yangon or
a 30-minute boat ride across the
Kra Buri River from Ranong in
Thailand – or the town of Myeik.
trend elsewhere in Myanmar, where Western
tourism has declined in recent years, Myeik
– also known as Mergui – has seen a surge
in interest, both from visitors and investors.
In recent years it has regularly featured on
the cover of luxury and adventure tourism
magazines, thanks to its open seas, pristine
beaches and uninhabited islands, which
offer a counterpoint to the better known
but also often overdeveloped and polluted
island chains of Southeast Asia.

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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In recent years Myeik archipelago
has regularly featured on the
cover of luxury and adventure
tourism magazines, thanks to its
open seas, pristine beaches and
uninhabited islands.
18
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Accordingly there’s a gold rush of sorts
going on in Myeik, with tycoons, business
conglomerates and foreign entrepreneurs
gobbling up remote islands, but it’s
unfolding at glacial pace. Awei Pila,
developed by Singapore-listed Memories
Group, a company linked to Serge Pun, is one
of just a handful of resorts to have opened,
along with Wa Ale Island Resort, Boulder
Bay Eco Resort and Victoria Cliff Resort.
Others are in development – some are just
ideas on a drawing board, while others have
Myanmar Investment Commission permits
– but the slow rate of development reﬂects
the difﬁculty of building and running a hotel
in such an isolated region.
Almost everything has to be brought in –
often a three or four-hour speedboat ride –
and for the islands to remain in top condition

to reality. The “bus” – a 12-seat van with
boxes and bags strapped to the roof – stops
regularly in small trading towns along the
route, depositing both passengers and
cargo. At one point we turn off the highway
and drive for 15 minutes down a bumpy dirt
road; in the dark, the elderly passenger has
trouble ﬁnding her relative’s house, and the
frustrated driver drops her unceremoniously
outside a monastery.
After a sleepless night, the bus deposits me
outside my waterfront hotel in the busy
commercial town of Myeik, famous for pearls,
ﬁshing and bird’s nests that are harvested
for use in Chinese cuisine. More recently, it
has become a base for day trips to nearby
islands that are every bit as stunning as those
further south. The half-a-dozen operators
charge US$80 for foreigners and K80,000

everything that’s not biodegradable needs
to be taken out. To reduce waste, Awei Pila
has removed almost all single-use plastics
from its guest rooms, a practice that is likely
to be replicated at other resorts.
The large investment and high operating
costs mean the resorts are expensive –
expect to pay anywhere from US$200 to
$1,000 a night. But there are few places
that offer such complete and yet accessible
seclusion.
The archipelago does offer alternative – and
more inclusive – tourism experiences to
the eco-resorts around Kawthaung. After
the luxury of Awei Pila, the 440-kilometre
overnight journey north from Kawthaung
along a two-lane highway that winds
through palm oil plantations is a jolt back
Golden Myanmar Airlines
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for locals, making it an affordable excursion
into the archipelago for backpackers and
Myanmar’s increasingly adventurous middle
classes. Based on TripAdvisor reviews I pick
a day package with Myeik-based Life Seeing
Tours.
Our boat is full, around a dozen passengers
from all over the world: Europe, Asia, Australia,
the United States, a family from Myanmar.
The ﬁrst hour or so is spent escaping the
inner islands and mangrove swamps that
separate the town from the open waters, but
we soon hit the archipelago proper.
We snorkel, eat a seafood lunch, visit a
Moken village – most have given up their
nomadic lifestyle – and swim. The highlight
is spectacular Smart Island, with backto-back beaches separated by only a few
hundred metres of forest.

intersect brieﬂy. As we clamber out of the
boat to navigate the slippery rocks and
take selﬁes, four ﬁshing boats arrive. Once
moored together, their crews join us, but
instead of smartphones they pull out bars
of soap and shampoo packets for a rare
freshwater shower.
Fishing remains the dominant industry
in Tanintharyi Region and an important
driver of the local economy, but recent
years have marked a shift. Diminishing ﬁsh
stocks and growing tourism interest in the
Myeik Archipelago have prompted some
businesses to re-evaluate their portfolios
and diversify into hotels, resorts and cruise
boats.
For now, tourism is still yet to really take off.
But in a few years, the perfect isolation that
makes the archipelago so special might be
slightly harder to ﬁnd.

At a waterfall on Dome Island, the present
and future of the Myeik Archipelago

How to get there:

How to get around:

Golden Myanmar Airlines operates three ﬂights
a week to Kawthaung via Dawei, on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.

For day tours of the Myeik islands, Life Seeing
Tours gets good reviews, and it also offers
longer, live aboard trips around the islands.
Island Safari Mergui and Burma Boating are
other options for longer boat-based tours
of the islands. Hotels and travel agents in
Kawthaung and Myeik can book overland
travel by bus or shared taxi.

Where to stay:
For the islands, it’s hard to go past Awei Pila
resort, which opened in December 2018.
Boulder Bay offers a more ecotourism vibe at
a signiﬁcantly lower price. In Kawthoung, there
aren’t many good options; Victoria Cliff is the
pick of the bunch.

20
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A view to remember in

Loikaw
Isaac Malone

K

ayah State might be the smallest of Myanmar’s 14 states
and regions after Yangon, but it has a wide variety of sites
and activities for visitors. Most of these are close to Loikaw,

the state’s quaint and picturesque capital.
Due to conﬂict in the surrounding hills, foreign visitors were
banned from visiting until only a few years ago. Kayah State
remains challenging to reach – a car journey from Yangon
takes 10-15 hours, and there are still only limited ﬂights – but it is
increasingly appearing on the radar of travellers.

22
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Central Loikaw
Loikaw’s most unique feature, and also its main
attraction, is the Taung Kwe Pagoda, a series of
gold and white stupas that sit atop limestone
cliffs in the centre of the town. Even if you’re
suffering from pagoda fatigue – an afﬂiction
not unknown among visitors to Myanmar – it’s
worth making the effort to climb the steps
to the top and enjoy the stunning views,
which encompass not only the town but the
surrounding valley.
There aren’t a huge number of sights in the
town itself, but those with a little extra time
available should consider a visit the Kayah State
Cultural Museum. Even if a little outdated and
dusty, it does offer visitors some interesting
insights into the minority groups that make up
Kayah State, including their traditional dresses,
weapons and customs.
Another highlight is the food. A particular
favourite is the Kayah sausage, which should be
washed down with a potent rice wine. The best
spots for an evening drink are the restaurants
that line the Balu Chaung River.
24
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Lakes, caves and
elephants
About an hour’s drive south of Loikaw is
the Seven Stages Lake, which as the name
suggests is seven waterbodies interconnected
by small channels. Not only is it a peaceful and
picturesque spot – the perfect place to spend
a few hours taking in the nearby mountains –
the area is also of huge importance to Kayah
State’s animist population. A number of
animist shrines can be found in the local area.
Another highlight outside the town is Kyet
Cave (also known as Yarsu Ku), a huge cavern
that houses dozens of Buddhist shrines and
Buddhist statues. Visitors can also meet an
old monk, who often sits close to the cave
entrance and will tell stories for as long as the
visitor wants to stay.
A little-known but worthwhile destination
outside the town is the Loikaw Elephant
Camp, a small operation that is home to just
a handful of elephants. It’s worth spending
some time here speaking with the mahout
learning about their relationship with the
animals.

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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Pan Pet village
Traditionally, Kayah State has been closely associated with
Kayan women, who are referred to as Padaung or the “long
necked women” due to the distinctive brass coils that they
wear around their necks, which give them an elongated
appearance.
In other parts of Myanmar, as well as in neighbouring
Thailand, there have been questionable ethical practices
where these women are housed in what are called “human
zoos”, and made to pose in photos with tourists. However,
in recent years an internationally funded programme has
been developed at Pan Pet village, about two hours’ drive
from Loikaw, which provides training for the women in how
to make local crafts and market them. These crafts include
ﬁgurines, scarves and jewellery.

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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Ten tips for your
next trip to

W

Bagan

e all know Bagan has hundreds of amazing temples,
but deciding how to spend your time can be tricky.
A common problem is trying to do too much – but

then, there’s so much to do! Below are 10 tips and suggestions for
getting the most out of your visit to Myanmar’s newest UNESCO
World Heritage site.

28
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1

Mix and match your
transport
The ﬁrst thing you’ll notice is that Bagan
is really spread out – walking is not really
an option. Once upon a time (not so long
ago) there were really only two affordable
ways to get around: by bicycle and by pony
cart. That has changed, with cars much
more common and cheap, and e-bikes
(battery-powered mopeds) also now widely
available. You might ﬁnd it best to try a
combination of the above options, as they
each have their pros and cons. Cars are
comfortable and cool but also isolating and
you are to some extent at the mercy of your
driver, while e-bikes let you cover lots of
ground easily but not everyone is conﬁdent
riding one and the dust can be irritating.

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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And don’t forget to…

2

3

30

Take a tour
Even if you’re visiting Bagan
independently it’s worth
considering a half-day or fullday tour at the start. The sheer
number of sites in the area is
overwhelming: a tour can help
you get your bearings and get
up to speed on the history and
culture of the Bagan Empire,
which rose to prominence from
the 11th to 13th centuries. If it’s a
private tour then it should be
pretty ﬂexible, so you can also
ask to visit some of the lessvisited temples that are no less
impressive.

www.gmairlines.com

Take a boat on the
Ayeyarwady River
Bagan is located beside the Ayeyarwady for
a reason – the river has been the preferred
mode of transport for millennia. Today it’s
less arterial and more peaceful, but still
essential to the identity of the area. There
are a few different ways to explore the area
by boat, including an organised day trip, a
sunset cruise, or the ferry from Mandalay.
It’s also possible just to hire a small sampan
and driver from the shore at a spot like Bu
Pagoda.

But don’t forget to…

4

Explore on your own
If you fancy yourself as a bit of an Indiana Jones, Bagan is hard to beat. While
the tour buses ﬂock to the same ﬁve or 10 pagodas, there are literally hundreds
of other sites you can check out on your own. Most temples are unlocked and at
many of them you’ll be the only visitor peering through the dark interiors at wall
paintings and edging up narrow passageways to rooftop viewing areas. There’s
little information at most of the temples and other sites that would put them
in their historical context, so you'll have to either do some research or use your
imagination.

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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5

32

Get out of town
There are a whole host of potential day trips from Bagan. The most
popular is Mt Popa – or, to be more precise, the volcanic plug on the
side of Mt Popa known as Taungkalat, which is said to be the home of
Myanmar’s animist nat spirits. The actual Mt Popa, often called Taung
Ma Gyi, is an extinct volcano that gets fewer visitors but is no less
interesting. At more than 1,500 metres above sea level, the climate is
entirely different from the dry plains below. Another popular option
is Salay, about an hour to the south of Bagan, which boasts colonialera godowns, ancient pagodas and teak monasteries (make sure you
enjoy a sunset drink at Salay House beside the river). For a less visited
destination, try Phakan Gyi, a walled town on the opposite bank of
the river that features a small museum and ancient monastery, or the
Zee Oh Thit Hla sacred forest, which is only 45 minutes from Bagan.

www.gmairlines.com
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©Balloons Over Bagan

Ride a hot-air balloon
There are few more iconic ways to see
Bagan than from the air, ﬂoating high
above the temples. Two decades since
the pioneering Balloons over Bagan
ﬁrst took to the skies, visitors now have
several companies to choose from
that collectively operate several dozen
balloons. Flights take off in the early
morning every day from October to April,
gliding above the centuries-old pagodas
before landing – sometimes with a
thud – in a nearby ﬁeld. Few Bagan
experiences can compare!

7

After keeping Bagan off the UNESCO World
Heritage List for so long, becasue of its
obvious historical and cultural signiﬁcance,
the World Heritage Committee announced
that it had decided to add Bagan to the
heritage register on July 6, 2019 after 25
years it was ﬁrst nominated. With the added
new fame, visitors from foreign and locals
alike now ﬂock to Bagan to experience its
wonder.

Enjoy a traditional
Burmese meal
Bagan has a great selection of food, with
everything from old-school teashops
and tamin saing – local-style rice and
curry shops – to wood-ﬁred pizzerias and
high-end hotel restaurants. Most of the
restaurants oriented to foreigners are in
New Bagan and Nyaung Oo, while more
local-style shops can be found around the
main temples, such as Ananda. If you can
get past the name, it’s deﬁnitely worth
checking out The Moon (2) Be Kind To
Animals, a popular vegetarian restaurant
in New Bagan that started out as a
humble street shop near Tharabar Gate.

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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But of course, you could always…

8
9

34

Learn to cook
Cooking schools and classes are relatively new in Myanmar,
so there isn't quite the same range of options as you ﬁnd in
Thailand or Vietnam, for example. Bagan does though have
several classes that have received rave reviews on TripAdvisor
and can introduce you to the basics of Burmese food. Classes
at both Pennywort and Golden Ladle start with a pickup
at your hotel and a trip to Nyaung-U Market to buy fresh
ingredients. Expect to cook a few curries and plenty of the
delicious side dishes for which food from central Myanmar is
famous.

Four pagodas in one day
(or even one morning)
Got a wish you need fulﬁlling? Time to hit the road. King
Anawrahta, the founder of the Bagan Empire, is said to
have enshrined hair relics of the Buddha at four pagodas
in the area. Many believe that if you visit each before noon
and make the same wish at each one then your wish will be
fulﬁlled. This is not quite as easy as it seems, because the four
pagodas – Tuyin Taung, Shwezigon, Lawkananda and Tantkyi
Taung – are quite far apart. You can visit in any order, but it
makes sense to end your pilgrimage in Tantkyi Taung, which
is on the opposite bank of the Ayeyarwady River and features
spectacular views of the Bagan plain and the surrounding
mountains.

www.gmairlines.com
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Sunset or sunrise?
This is the big question facing any visitor to
Bagan. Given that most people visiting Bagan
are on holiday, there are relatively few early
risers but the temple terraces and viewing
areas are packed out in the evening. If you want
to enjoy the views with fewer crowds, either
head to one of the lesser-known sunset spots
(your guide should be able to recommend a
place – and remember, it doesn’t have to be
particularly high to have a stunning view) or get
up early for a spectacular sunrise.

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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Kachin Manaw:
A FESTIVAL UNLIKE ANY OTHER
Stuart Deed

F

ind yourself lucky enough to be travelling in any of Kachin
State’s bigger towns and you are nearly certain to stumble
across a large community park with a curious, bright stick-

based structure in the middle. The parks are community spaces,
but hold a particularly important purpose in Kachin culture: they
host Manaw (also Manau or Manao) festivals, huge celebratory
gatherings of the various Kachin ethnic groups.

Golden Myanmar Airlines
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And by celebrate, I mean dance. Traditional
Kachin clothing from nearly all its different
groups is not just colourful but also noisy
– courtesy of the bells, coins and trinkets
festooned onto jackets and hats. As the
leaders of the various groups corral their
dancers, musicians play all manner of
drums, while wind instruments and stringed
instruments supply the tune. The dance
leaders themselves are easy to spot, wearing
hats adorned with the bright white and
yellow beaks of hornbill birds, gorgeous
peacock feathers sprouting from the top
and curved tusks at the sides.

Manaw celebrates success, victory and
good fortune but beyond that it’s not
a hard and fast rule; it certainly does
not celebrate the new year, although
in recent years Manaw has been held
in early to mid-January around Kachin
State Day, which takes place on
January 10.

38
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But celebrate what exactly? Well, here
things get a little complicated. Manaw
celebrates success, victory and good fortune
but beyond that it’s not a hard and fast rule;
it certainly does not celebrate the new year,
although in recent years Manaw has been
held in early to mid-January around Kachin
State Day, which takes place on January 10.
Manaw grounds can be found in Myitkyina
(which actually hosts two, including a larger
one outside the city’s limits), but also Bhamo
(also Bhamaw), Putao and smaller towns as
well.

The colourful structures at the centre
of Manaw grounds are ever so slightly
contentious and subject to change
depending on location. For instance, the
Manaw ground in the centre of the Kachin
State capital Myitkyina boasts six vertical
posts to represent each of the six major
Kachin groups recognised by the central
government in 1955. But the Manaw ground
in Putao, in contrast, has only ﬁve vertical
posts.
The posts are colourfully adorned and
some feature Kachin State ﬂags and other
emblems but none are speciﬁc to individual
groups.
The horizontal beams are there to bind the
vertical posts together. At Myitkyina though
the lowest horizontal bar fulﬁls a decorative
function: it has been converted to resemble
a low-ﬂying hornbill.
There are a few ﬁrm rules that govern
Manaw festivals. For instance, they must
have a clearly deﬁned beginning and end.
There must be joyous dancing in between.

Manaw dance leader hats

The different Kachin ethnic groups must be
separated during the dancing. It is essential
that a Manaw festival, once started, be
brought to a close. A Manaw festival also
cannot be considered open until everyone
has danced at least twice.
Festivals can run for a day, two days, or more,
so long as they are properly opened and
closed. There are also no rules forbidding
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Manaw park in Putao

Manaw festivals being held more than
once per year; in recent years, the Manaw
has sometimes not been held at all due to
conﬂict in Kachin State.
There will almost certainly be a Manaw
festival in Myitkyina in January 2020,
however. Planning for the event between
the government and the festival’s executive
committee is already well underway.
And if you happen to be in Myitkyina in early
January it is a must-see event. There are
even whispers that Aung La Nsang – aka
the Burmese Python, who is famous for his
exploits in the ONE Championship mixed
martial arts octagon – will be at the event.
Either way you can see Aung La Nsang at the
Myitkyina Manaw Park – a bronzed statue of
the famous ﬁghter wearing a couple of prize
belts is one of the park’s newest drawcards.
Bronzed statue of the famous ﬁghter Aung La Nsang,
latest attraction of Manaw park in Myitkyina
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A RAFTING ADVENTURE IN

Putao
Moh Moh Thaw
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A

s soon as I bought my tickets to Putao, I started to get
very excited. Myanmar’s northernmost major town and
the gateway to the snow-capped Hkakabo Razi, Putao

is renowned for its natural beauty and unique, multi-ethnic
culture. Putao had been on my bucket list for around ﬁve years,
since a friend visited and came home raving about it. But only
one airline ﬂew there from Yangon at the time and it was quite
expensive – you could get to Singapore for less. I also wasn’t
particularly enthusiastic at the thought of a 1,500-kilometre
road trip. I put the trip off, telling myself I would get up there at
some point.
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And then another friend visited and I saw
photos of them rafting down the Malikha
River. It looked stunning – I resolved then
and there that I would have to go.
A few weeks later, a friend and I boarded
a ﬂight at Yangon. After brief stops in
Mandalay and Myitkyina – it felt more like
riding a highway bus than an aircraft – we
touched down at the small airport in Putao,
which receives just one or two ﬂights a day.
A friendly driver from Putao Trekking House
met us at the airport and, although tired
after the ﬁve-hour ﬂight, I was excited to be
in a place that felt unlike anywhere else in
Myanmar I’d been.
Putao Trekking House is on a small hill and
the staff told us that on a clear day you could
see the snow-capped Himalayan foothills.
As soon as we heard that, my friend and I
ran around the hotel crazily trying to spot
the mountains, but our luck was out: the
weather was too cloudy.
Perhaps sensing our disappointment, the
Rawang staff at the hotel told us that if it
rained then the clouds would probably clear.
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Tourism in Putao has
changed signiﬁcantly in
recent years. Once it was the
preserve of well-heeled or
intrepid foreign tourists, who
would stay at the expensive
Malikha Lodge or do long
treks into the wilderness.
During major holidays,
the town is busy with local
travellers. December and
January are particularly
popular because they are the
coldest months of the year.

Although it was April – the height of summer
– we began praying for rain.
We conﬁrmed our half-day rafting trip and
spent our ﬁrst day-and-a-half in Putao
sightseeing, touring the market, local
pagodas and some nearby beauty spots. Most
visitors also check out the many suspension
bridges, which make for spectacular photos.
The town and surrounding villages are
picturesque, with most homes set behind
cute stone fences made from rocks salvaged
from the river.
Tourism in Putao has changed signiﬁcantly
in recent years. Once it was the preserve of
well-heeled or intrepid foreign tourists, who
would stay at the expensive Malikha Lodge
or do long treks into the wilderness.
Now, though, most visitors are locals who
have been inspired by the photos and videos
of prominent travel bloggers on Facebook.
This means there are more regular ﬂights
and more accommodation options with a
range of prices.
During major holidays, the town is busy with
local travellers. December and January are

particularly popular because they are the
coldest months of the year. Luckily for us it
did rain brieﬂy, and so we got to enjoy the
spectacular mountain views.
We visited just after Thingyan water festival,
which is pretty much the height of summer
in Myanmar. The weather was quite hot
during the day but pleasant in the evening
and early morning.
Finally, it was time for our rafting. They
had given us several options – there are
many different routes, although not all are
available in summer due to the low water
level. We chose the easiest because neither
of us had rafted before, and we weren’t
conﬁdent swimmers. We were given life
jackets and off we went. We mostly glided
along the river, but at three or four places we
went through some small rapids. Although
the weather was hot, the water was still
freezing as it had just ﬂowed down from the
snow-covered mountains.
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Floating down the river was one of the most
beautiful feelings I have experienced. The
river is fringed by rock walls topped with
green foliage that occasionally give way
to small river beaches with perfectly white
sand. Looming over us on both sides were
the mountains. It felt like we were travelling
down a tunnel.
We eventually arrived at nat kyun, a small
rock island in the middle of the river. The
name comes from the local belief that
the island was created by a spirit, or nat –
when I saw how beautiful the island was, I
understood why someone would give it that
name. Its beauty felt almost supernatural.
Of course, part of the fun of a trip like this
is getting some photos of yourself rafting
down the river. Our guide knew we would
want photos and a video, and tried so hard
to make it happen. Because there was only
three of us, he asked the driver who was
waiting to take us back to Putao to come
and take the photos. But the driver no idea
how to use the camera – he took so many
photos and videos, but in all of them we
were so blurry and small you couldn’t even
tell that it was us in the boat.
At ﬁrst we were frustrated and disappointed,
but we soon realised that it wasn’t the end of
the world – we had so many good memories.
Our rafting experience had made the whole
trip worthwhile.
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Water week
MYANMAR’S NEW YEAR’S
FESTIVAL IS ONE OF ASIA’S
WETTEST, WILDEST EVENTS

Jared Downing

I

f you are caught in the open during
Myanmar’s Thingyan new year, someone
will make you wet. There is no escaping

the water festival, which is Myanmar’s
loudest, craziest and wettest holiday and
takes place annually in mid April. There is
no “opting-out” of the week-long battle
of spray hoses and squirt guns, so it’s
up to you to wear soakable clothes and
keep your phone in a water-tight bag.
Of course, you could try saying, “I’m not
participating this year”, but not only will
everyone think you’re a tremendous
bore… they’ll also dump a bucket of water
on your head anyway.

The ﬁrst Thingyan
The roots of the Buddhist new year are older even than the teachings of the
Buddha: They go back to the Hindu tale of King Arsi, who was decapitated by a
celestial ﬁgure named Thinga Myin. Arsi’s head was replaced with an elephant’s
(thus creating the god Ganesha), but his original head was too powerful to simply
toss away. Instead, each year Arsi’s head must be carried by a celestial princess,
handing it over to another princess each year, at Thingyan.
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As a Buddhist holiday, Thingyan has also
come to represent cleansing and new
beginnings, in which sprinkling people
with scented water (or dousing them
with buckets of tap water, as the case
may be) represents the washing away of
the previous year’s sins. Like Christmas,
Thingyan is more of a season than a
holiday. In the weeks leading up to it, radio
stations play special Thingyan songs and
grandmothers make sticky rice balls glazed
in sugar and sesame seeds. Most Myanmar
people make sure to give ceremonial
offerings to monasteries and listen to
sermons at their local pagoda. Some people
even choose to shave their heads and live as
monks or nuns for the Thingyan period.
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New Year’s mayhem
But for everyone not conﬁned to monastic
life, it’s party time! The ofﬁcial holiday is
usually ﬁve days, from April 13 to 17, but
the festival usually runs for three or four,
depending on what day of the week it
begins (April 17 is New Year’s Day, and there
is strictly no water throwing). On the eve of
Thingyan, music from the opening parties
ﬁlls the streets, hawkers appear with water
guns and water-proof cell phone bags, and
people spend the night assembling tents
and pavilions.
When the festival ﬁnally begins, music
and dance concerts are held in parks and
city squares, and charitable and religious
groups serve free mohinga (ﬁsh broth soup
with rice noodles) and biryani rice. And
there is, of course, lots and lots of water.
Clusters of families and friends gather on
the sidewalks to splash anyone passing by.
Others cruise the city in ﬂatbed trucks laden
with large vats (often chilled with blocks of
ice!) soaking anyone they see or allowing
themselves to be drenched under the large
wooden party stages, where revellers hold
drinks in one hand, and water hoses in the
other. You might ﬁnd yourself ambushed by
a pack of bucket-wielding kids or feel a cup
of icy water poured down your back by a
cackling old woman.

Experiencing Thingyan
as a visitor
If this is all new to you, fear not. Enjoying
the Thingyan festival is as easy as stepping
outside and waiting for someone to douse
you with water and then hand you a beer
and sticky rice ball.

On the eve of Thingyan, music from
the opening parties ﬁlls the streets,
hawkers appear with water guns and
water-proof cell phone bags, and
people spend the night assembling
tents and pavilions.

Simply walking around downtown Yangon
or Mandalay is a great way to enjoy the
best of the music, dancing and food. In
Yangon, the largest concerts and cultural
shows occur in front of City Hall, which
is a great place to begin or end a water
festival walking tour. (But again, there is a
100 percent chance that you will become
soaking wet, so be sure to store your
electronics in a waterproof container!)
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the peaceful monasteries and pagodas of
Mandalay. Although the streets usually clear
after sundown, Yangon’s music scene holds
some of its biggest after-hours events of the
year, including the Thingyan Music Festival,
Thingyan RAVE and WetNation – a massive
EDM party at which guests are hit with
alternating blasts of water and foam.

The bank of Inya Lake on Pyay Road is
another party hot spot, with dozens of
stages known as mandat erected by
corporate sponsors. For those willing to
spend a little money, a ticket to a party
stage affords you drinks, live music and
water hoses with which to douse the
commoners below. But if you prefer the
company of the hoi polloi, the food tents,
market stalls and informal street parties on
the ground are just as fun.
For a break from the mayhem, Thingyan
is also an excellent time to visit Yangon’s
Shwedagon Pagoda and People’s Park and
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Thus, there is no time more unique, wild
and fun than Myanmar’s new year’s...
week? By now you may be wondering why
Thingyan lasts at least four days, while the
West gets a measly one for its new year.
The reason is very simple: the Myanmar
traditional year is very slightly longer than
the actual solar year (3.43728 minutes, to be
exact), and over the centuries, the ﬁrst day
of the traditional new year gradually moved
forward three standard days.
“Why,” said the Myanmar people, “party for
only one day when we can have three?”
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Yangon
Founded thousands of years ago, Yangon rose to prominence when the British made
it their capital after the Second Anglo-Burmese War in the mid 19th century. In 2006
the Myanmar government shifted the seat of power to the purpose-built city of Nay
Pyi Taw, but Yangon remains Myanmar’s commercial heart and is rich in both cultural
and historical attractions. The perfect place to start any visit to Yangon is Shwedagon
Pagoda, which is the country’s holiest Buddhist site and draws thousands of visitors
each day. From there head to the downtown area to explore the city’s colonial-era
heritage, much of which remains intact. Take a tour of the towering Secretariat, which
occupies an entire city block, and pay silent tribute at the room where the
country’s independence hero, Bogyoke Aung San, was gunned down along
Top things to do
with members of his cabinet in 1947. If you fancy some shopping, head
in Yangon
over to Bogyoke Aung San Market and browse the textiles, jewellery and
handicrafts. Yangon has a plethora of eating options: for ﬁne dining it’s
• Visit Shwedagon Pagoda
hard to beat the atmosphere of the Strand Hotel but for a more casual
• Shop at Bogyoke Market
• Stroll around downtown to marvel
meal head to Rangoon Tea House and sample contemporary takes on
at the colonial buildings
Myanmar teashop fare. Make sure to take a break from the heat, rain or
•
Hop
on the circle line train
humidity in a real roadside teashop and try the country’s national brew
• Savour local cuisines
– a strong tea sweetened with condensed milk. If time permits, it’s nice
to take the city circle line from Yangon Central Railway Station to see the
outskirts of Yangon.
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Mandalay
Myanmar’s penultimate monarch, King Mindon, established Mandalay in 1857 at the
foot of Mandalay Hill, ostensibly to fulﬁll a prophecy of the Buddha. The city remained
the kingdom’s capital for only a few decades before falling to the British in the ﬁnal
Top things to do
Anglo-Burmese War of 1885, but the royal legacy ensures Mandalay remains of
in Mandalay
great cultural and religious signiﬁcance. More recently, it has emerged as a
• Visit Mandalay Palace
major economic centre on the back of booming trade with China. Visitors
• Visit Mandalay hill, Mahamuni
should begin their stay by exploring Mandalay Palace, which was destroyed
Buddha temple and Shwe Kyaung
in World War II but rebuilt again in recent decades. Other important sites
monastery
include Mandalay Hill and Mahamuni Pagoda, which contains a giant
• Shop at Zay Cho Market
Buddha image taken from Rakhine State in the 18th century, and it’s also
• Venture out to nearby cities such as
worth visiting some of the city’s grand teak monasteries. Mandalay boasts
Inwa, Mingun, Sagaing and
excellent food options – in particular, be sure to try local favourites such as
Pyin Oo Lwin
Shwe Taung noodles or Man Myo Daw dumplings during your stay. Once you’ve
covered the city, you can explore some of the nearby attractions such as the ancient
cities of Inwa and Amarapura, the hilltop monasteries of Sagaing, or the sleepy village
of Mingun, which is home to a giant bell and half-built pagoda.

Lashio
Lashio’s location on the major trade route
between Mandalay and the Chinese border
has transformed it in recent decades into an
economic powerhouse with a strong Chinese
inﬂuence. A massive ﬁre destroyed much
of the city in 1988, leaving few buildings of
historical signiﬁcance, but Lashio is still home
to a number of important religious landmarks,
including Yan Tine Aung Pagoda and Mansu
Pagoda, and a host of Chinese temples,
churches and mosques. After seeing the sights,
be sure to sample some of the local food in
the Lashio Market, particularly its famous Shan noodles. The area around Lashio boasts
many natural hot springs and is also slowly becoming an adventure tourism destination.
Many visitors like to make the journey to or from Lashio by train, a route that takes in
the famous Gokteik viaduct, which at 97 metres (318 feet) was the largest railway trestle
bridge in the world when completed in 1899.
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Heho (Inle Lake)
Southern Shan State offers a stunning mix of cultures, attractions and landscapes – when
it comes time to bid farewell, many visitors ﬁnd themselves wishing they didn’t have to go
home. The most-visited site in the area is Inle Lake, which is about one hour by car east of
Heho Airport and is famed for its leg-rowing ﬁshermen, ﬂoating villages and Phaung Daw Oo
Pagoda. To the west, Kalaw is a hillstation established during the colonial era that features
charming mansions, pine-covered hills and a thriving trekking scene (many visitors walk from
Kalaw to Inle Lake, a two or three-day journey). The state capital Taunggyi, perched at 1,436
metres (4,712 feet), is further to the east, while many pilgrims head north to Pindaya to pay
homage at Buddha-ﬁlled caverns in the limestone mountains.

Top things to do
in Heho
• Visit Inle Lake to see unique Intha
lifestyle, floating gardens and
floating market
• Visit Phaung Daw Oo Pagoda
• Trek in Kalaw and explore
Pindaya Cave
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Nyaung U (Bagan)

Top things to do
in Bagan
• Visit numerous pagodas and temples dotted around the Bagan plain
• Get on a hot-air balloon to enjoy a
stunning bird's eye view of Bagan
• Watch sunset from
Ayeyarwaddy river

One of the most important archaeological
sites in Southeast Asia, Bagan rose to
prominence from the 10th century and was
the centre of the ﬁrst of three signiﬁcant
Burmese empires. It reached its peak
around the turn of the 13th century, when
its territory stretched from the modern
border with China in the north to the Malay
Peninsula in the south, but collapsed in
the face of a Mongol invasion in 1287. An
estimated 10,000 religious monuments
were built during this period, of which
around 2,000 have survived earthquakes,
political upheavals and the ravages of
World War II. Visitors can hire a car, horse
cart, e-bike or bicycle to explore the ruins,
which range from deserted temples
to prominent landmarks that draw
thousands each day. In July 2019 the
World Heritage Committee voted to add
Bagan to the World Heritage List, making
it the second such site in Myanmar.
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Myitkyina
The capital of Kachin has expanded and developed dramatically in recent decades thanks to its
location near the Chinese border and proximity to the state’s natural resources, notably jade.
Visitors can try Kachin food at riverside restaurants or in the market, where poultry, pork and ﬁsh
dishes are still served in the traditional style on a banana leaf. Many visitors make the hour-long
drive north of town to the Myitsone, a culturally important location where the Mali and N’mai
rivers meet to form the Ayeyarwady. If you are coming to Myitkyina in January, be sure to time
your trip to coincide with the Kachin Manau festival, am annual celebration that brings together
the Kachin community.

Top things to do
in Myitkyina
• Visit Myitsone, the confluence of
the Maykha and Malikha rivers,
where the Ayeyarwady is born
• Savour local cuisines
• Enjoy Kachin Manaw festival
in January

Putao
In the country’s far north, Putao
can feel like a world apart from the
rest of Myanmar. Everything about
it is different, from the climate and
landscape to the culture. Visitors can
explore the local ethnic villages on
foot, bicycle or motorbike, while the
more adventurous can try their hand
at rafting or even multi-week treks that
head far into the snow-capped hills
that surround Putao. Even if you don’t
make it to Hkakabo Razi – likely the
highest peak in Southeast Asia
– you can still admire the view
from the comfort of your hotel.

Top things to do
in Putao

• Enjoy the views of snow-capped
mountains
• Trek to nearby villages
• Enjoy local markets &
local cuisines
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Tachileik
A bustling border town opposite
the Thai city of Mae Sai, Tachleik
is the gateway to the Golden
Triangle that was once infamous
for its opium production. Today
the city is popular with day
trippers from Thailand, who enjoy
shopping in its sprawling markets
and trying the local food. To the
north, the town of Kengtung is
a major economic and cultural
centre,
and
in
recent
decades has developed a
Top things to do
reputation as a trekking
in Tachileik
destination because of
its beautiful scenery
• Explore the bustling markets
full of Thai visitors
and ethnic diversity.

• Enjoy local and Thai delicacies
• Cross the border to visit
Mae Sai

Sittwe
Strategically located in the west of the
country, Sittwe is an important port
town on the Bay of Bengal that has
traditionally been a centre for trade
and ﬁshing. For visitors, the major
attractions are the bustling market and
the fresh seafood, as well as prominent
religious sites. From Sittwe, tourists
are encouraged to make the four-hour
journey by road or boat to Mrauk U,
the former capital of the independent
Arakan kingdom. Boasting hundreds
of ancient temples and pagodas,
the government is preparing to
Top things to do
nominate it for inclusion on the
in Sittwe
UNESCO World Heritage List.
• Visit Mrauk U, the former

capital of Arakan kingdom
• Visit ethnic tribes in nearby
villages
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Thandwe
Thandwe Airport is the gateway to Ngapali Beach,
which has gained fame in recent decades for its
white sand, clear blue waters and delicious seafood.
And don’t just take it from us: in 2016 Ngapali was
declared the best beach in Asia in TripAdvisor’s
Traveller’s Choice Awards, which was based on user
reviews left on the travel community’s website.
Ngapali is the perfect place to relax and unwind, and
has a wide variety of high quality accommodation to
suit all tastes and budgets.

Top things to do
in Thandwe
• Enjoy the sun, sand and sea at
Ngapali Beach
• Visit nearby islands
for snorkelling
• Savour the fresh seafood
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Chinese zodiac
2020 is the year of the Rat

Horoscope for
January ~ June 2020

Rat
[1924, 1936, 1948, 1960, 1972, 1984, 1996, 2008, 2020]
Matters must be done according to whims and sudden desires. More success
will be seen in terms of work than money. Something you thought of as
unfeasible or unachievable will be successful for you. Other countries and
nationalities will bring great advantages. Ill health to an elderly family member
is foreseen. You will have to participaten in auspicious deeds. Now is a good
time to study, particularly foreign languages. Emotional upsets due to pity and
sympathy will occur. Another person’s affairs will have to be given priority over
your own. Financial affairs will be sorted out satisfactorily.

Ox
[1925, 1937, 1949, 1961, 1973, 1985, 1997, 2009]
Something that was stalled will resume. Your expenses will be heavy. You
will see fruitful results from your efforts. This is a period in which you will be
competing with yourself. Your hard and efﬁcient work will bring you a good
name. Matters you expected to go well will only do so after some initial hiccups.
Your aims can be achieved. Money matters will bring mental fatigue and you
will have to work without payment. You can chart a new course that will be
important for your future. Family health will be ill-starred.

Tiger
[1926, 1938, 1950, 1962, 1974, 1986, 1998, 2010]
This period will be ill-starred for you. There will be upsets and there will be
physical and mental fatigue. Your goals will be hard to put into practice.
You will constantly be dragged into family and social welfare affairs. You will
encounter men of ill deeds and dishonesty in money matters. Another person
will cause you emotional upset. There will be misfortune in your family. Only
60% of your goals can be achieved.
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Rabbit
[1927, 1939, 1951, 1963, 1975, 1987, 1999, 2011]
Loans will become overdue, and fatigue of mind and body is foreseen.
There will be good fortune in your career, however. Businesspeople will
see successive exceptional improvements. Distinct changes will take place.
There will be improvement in life, too. In the realization of your goals, you
should favour personal efﬁciency over help from another. You will have to
take a difference course of action than you expected. You should try to apply
ideas that come up during this period in order to bring about improvements.

Dragon
[1928, 1940, 1952, 1964, 1976, 1988, 2000, 2012]
Emotional upsets, obstacles and problems arising will arise not because of
your own personal issues but due to your goodwill, extremely kind heart and
spoiling nature towards others. Family and social welfare issues will need
to be resolved. Good results, including the achievement of your goals, are
foreseen. Direct contact with far-off lands will bring beneﬁts. Slight ill health
of an elderly female family member is foreseen. Expect the occasional loss
of personal belongings. A planned trip may have to be cancelled but an
impromptu journey will have to be made instead.

Snake
[1929, 1941, 1953, 1965, 1977, 1989, 2001, 2013]
Emotional upsets are foreseen. Your speech will be successful, provided
you take care not to allow misspoken words. Although you will try to take
care of matters with genuine goodwill and neglecting your own interests,
there will still be stress and emotional upsets. Take exceptional care with
your behaviour when you go out. Don’t pre-empt the best course of action,
wait to see the situation before making a decision. Work that is not all about
money will bring you advantages. Long-term investments should not be
made or else returns will be overdue. Great care must be taken in driving
vehicles. Those born on Tuesday and Wednesday will encounter emotional
upsets. You may suffer some ﬁnancial losses.
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Horse
[1930, 1942, 1954, 1966, 1978, 1990, 2002, 2014]
Competitive work and new ideas should bring improvements to your life.
Aims and desires can be achieved if you use your time wisely. No matter how
smooth things seem at work, you will have no desire to stay in your present
job. Now is the time to make a change, because it will bring improvements to
your life. A change in life goals will also be beneﬁcial. Help will be asked for and
will have to be given. You can take care of ﬁnancial matters systematically and
successfully during this period. There will be sound improvements in business,
but avoid signing documents and taking ﬁnancial responsibility for others.

Goat
[1931, 1943, 1955, 1967, 1979, 1991, 2003, 2015]
Exceptional change and improvement will be seen during this period.
However, you will be frequently on the move and should expect the loss of
personal belongings, as you will be pickpocketed while travelling. Contact with
far off lands will be made and people of other races will bring you advantages.
Ill health to an elderly female family member is foreseen. Talks on housing
and vehicle matters will be successful. A minor accident to your right leg will
occur. A friend will come and ask to borrow money but you should refuse, as
a loss is foreseen. Verbal confrontations will occur. There are some dangers in
your environment, including rivalries. Expenses will be heavy. You will have an
argument with a close friend.

Monkey
[1932, 1944, 1956, 1968, 1980, 1992, 2004, 2016]
Your goals will be successful. Business, wealth and life will improve. New
ideas will come into action. Unusual matters will be handled with success.
Negotiations on housing will be successful. Be sure to take advantage of
opportunities to bring improvements. Family properties thought to be lost
will be returned. You can enjoy success over others due to your intelligence.
Your business objectives will be achieved successfully but there will still be
overdue loans and properties. Contact with other races and nationalities will
be advantageous for you. A temporary separation from loved ones is foreseen.
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Rooster
[1933, 1945, 1957, 1969, 1981, 1993, 2005, 2017]
Your aims will be achieved. An overseas journey is foreseen in your family.
People of other races will bring beneﬁts for you. Ideas concerning changes
will be implemented successfully. Those who have been helped by you will
be successful. Your business and wealth will increase. You will help others
rather than look after your own interests, but few people will understand
your genuine goodwill. Money or properties that you thought lost will be
returned to you. You will have to do extra work and take extra responsibilities
during this period. You will have to deal with new environments. As
programmed work will not turn out well, improvements in life must be
found from given situations.

Dog
[1934, 1946, 1958, 1970, 1982, 1994, 2006, 2018]
This period will bring possibilities for good fortune and improvements
in life. Ideas and aims should be carried out systematically. You should
use your personal efﬁciency to realise your aims and objectives. Taking
opportunities systematically will ensure your desires are realised. This is a
suitable period to talk about money matters and old loans with your family.
Blocked courses will reopen. Direct dealings with foreigners and people
of other races will bring success in business. Dishonest people will pose a
slight risk during this period but overall your wealth will increase. A change
of house or vehicle in the family can be made.

Pig
[1935, 1947, 1959, 1971, 1983, 1995, 2007, 2019]
Try to take care of matters yourself as much as possible during this
period. For those running their own businesses, taking courses of action
that others had not considered will bring improvements and success.
Doing matters for sentimental reasons rather than cold hard calculation
will bring success. In spite of attacks and obstacles, success will be
enjoyed in the end. Matters concerning education will see exceptional
improvement and success. Your material possessions will increase and
your desires will be completely fulﬁlled. Another person’s difﬁculties will
be resolved thanks to your help.
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Advertising Opportunities
Reaching your audience is as easy as ever with

Inflight Magazine

Inflight Magazin
g
e
ssue.2, Jul-Dec 2018
Vol.5, Issue.2,
www.gmairlines.com
mairlines.com

Your complimentary copy

Inflight Magazin
e

Golden Myanmar Airlines (GMA), the First Myanmar-national-owned is proud to
introduce its in-ﬂight magazine titled “Shwe Hintha”.

Vol.6, Issue.2, Jul-Dec
2019
www.gmairlines.com

A day on the lake:

Phaung Daw Oo
Pagoda festival
Trekking in Kalaw:

Five reasons to go

Your complimentary

copy

Why inflight Advertising Works?
Shwe Hintha has the pleasure of inspiring tens of thousands of travellers to visit new and exciting
des-tinations in South East Asia and up-coming new domestic destinations. Through our in-ﬂight
magazines, we have built up the best knowledge about how advertisers can connect and engage
with travellers. Inﬂight are the most effective medium of doing. We want to share our top reasons why
inﬂight advertising is one of the most effective channels to increase your brand awareness, to reach
out and inﬂuence your target audiences:

www.gmairlines.com

Two decades on

in Yangon

Shwe Hintha in-ﬂight magazine carries your message and advertisement to some
of the most beautiful destinations.
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Ngapali Beach:
Finding the ﬂavour

Shwe Hintha is GMA Golden Flight’s on-board magazine for business and leisure
travellers. It provides tens of thousands of passengers with a premium quality
magazine that showcases the very best in Myanmar tourism, business, sports, arts,
travel, food, wine and lifestyle.
Shwe Hintha is the ultimate “insider” guide for the passengers of GMA Golden
Myanmar Airlines, the newly emerging and reliable low-cost carrier in Myanmar.

Bagan:

Land of Kings and Curses

Bagan - UNESCO World

Heritage Site

1. Captive Audience

4. Targeted Audience

Upon boarding, passengers reach out for the inﬂight magazine. During this time of their journey,
the magazine can occupy their minds as they settle
down in their seat, to the runway and take off. The
only distraction and entertainment they have is the
HINTHA in-ﬂight magazine.

With an Shwe Hintha in-ﬂight title, you are assured
that the readers are engaged, whether on business
or leisure and they are and will always be enthusiastic
travellers.

2. Receptive state of mind
Advertising to these unique audiences, who
are hungry for information about the ﬂight and
services the airlines offer. They are excited and
interested in the information on the destination
itself or destinations that the GMA airlines ﬂy to, as
highlighted in the in-ﬂight magazine.

3. Guaranteed Readership Figures
Shwe Hintha in-ﬂight magazine hits a high
percentage of the total airline passengers’ numbers
on a regular basis. In addition, there is little ﬂuctuation
in these numbers. No other commercial magazines
can claim this enviable position, offering such a
dynamic readership that beneﬁts their advertisers.
Every day, in every seat that someone occupies, they
have the opportunity to read the in-ﬂight publication
found in the seat back in front of them.

5. High Response Rates
In an in-ﬂight magazine, people are strapped in
a chair and passengers have time on their hands
to absorb the advertising messages that they are
presented with.

6. Brand Alignment
GMA Airlines commits a huge budget every year in
marketing the strength of the brand to the people
and businesses. Advertising in our HINTHA magazine
aligns you with our promising brand, also raising
your proﬁle alongside our brand and reputation to a
highly desirable audience.

7. Quality Editorial
Shwe Hintha In-ﬂight magazine have some of
the best editorial a creative teams in the industry
to produce these magazines. Delivering a great
message to readers means they will buy what you
are promoting.”

Inflight Magazine
Vol.7, Issue.1, Jan-Jun 2020
www.gmairlines.com

“So what are you waiting for?”

Myeik archipelago:

Ten tips for
your next trip to

Perfect isolation

Bagan

A view to remember in

Loikaw

Kachin Manaw:
a festival unlike any other

Whether you are hoping to reach the foreign traveller, the
vacationing tourist family, or local Myanmar jetsetters, SHWE
HINTHA provides the perfect platform for advertisers with a
fantastic opportunity to reach an afﬂuent, captive audience of
up to 500,000 passengers over six months.

A rafting adventure in

Putao

Your complimentary copy

For advertising opportunities
and prices, and to discuss this
opportunity in detail, just give us a
call to In-Flight team
Advertising Contacts
GMA Sales & Marketing Dept
Tel: +95-1-401480 ~ 87, 95-1-8604036
Ext-107, 108, 109, 110,111

Shwe Hintha at a glance
Distribution:

Seat pockets on all GMA
Golden Myanmar ﬂight

Readership:

500,000 readers
per six-month period

Circulation:

20,000 copies

Frequency:

Bi-annual

Target:

Enthusiastic GMA
Golden Flight travellers
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Myanmar Useful Information
TIME

COMMUNICATION

Myanmar’s time zone is 6 hours and 30 minutes

Myanmar has four mobile operators and SIM cards

ahead of GMT (GMT+6.5).

can be purchased at the airport and many shops
for the equivalent of around US$1. Network and fast

ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY

data coverage is widely available and reliable. The

230 Volts AC 50 Hz, UK plug

international dialling code for Myanmar is +95. To
make an international call, dial 00 followed by the

VISA INFORMATION

relevant country code.

A passport with at least six months’ validity is require
for entry into Myanmar.

WHAT TO WEAR
For hot weather, light, casual cotton clothing is best.

VISA-FREE ENTRY

When visiting northern Myanmar during the cold

Nationals of all following countries are eligible for

season, take a sweater or light jacket. During the rainy

visa-free entry.

season, an umbrella or rain jacket is recommended.

•

Thailand, Singapore, Vietnam, Philippines,

The dress code for pagodas and monasteries is

Indonesia, Brunie, Cambodia and Laos

conservative, and no footwear is allowed.

- Maximum stay 14 Days
•

Japan, South Korea ROK, Hong Kong and Macau

CLIMATE

- Maximum stay 30 Days

Myanmar has three seasons: the monsoon or rainy
season from May to October, the cool season from

VISA ON ARRIVAL

November to February, and the hot season from

Nationals of all following countries are eligible for

March to May.

visa on arrival.
•

China, India, Italy, Australia, Germany, Spain,

BUSINESS HOURS

Switzerland and Russia

Government ofﬁces: 9:30 to 15:30 (Monday to Friday)
Banks: 9:30 to 13:00 (Monday to Friday)

E VISA

Shops: 10:00 to 21:00(Monday to Saturday, most also

For more information, please visit

open Sunday)

www.myanmarevisaonline.com

CURRENCY
CUSTOMS

The local currency is the kyat (MMK). Circulating

Foreign visitors must declare jewellery and foreign

denominations are 50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000, 5,000 and

currency of US$10,000 and above or equivalent

10,000. The exchange rate is around 1,500 kyats to

when entering Myanmar. The export of antiques,

US$1.

archaeological objects and unset gemstones is
prohibited.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Please use discretion when photographing people.
For close-up shots always ask permission ﬁrst.
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Route Map
Putao

Myitkyina

Lashio

Mandalay
Bagan

Tachileik

Heho

Sittwe

Thandwe

Yangon

Dawei

Kawthaung
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ATR 72-600 Seating Layout
Front cargo door, 72 seats at 29" pitch
"Armonia" cabin interiors, Geven "Classic"
Gallerys A+K, HF com radio



1.98 m/78"

13.73 m/540.5"

0.47 m/18.5"



SD

27.1” 29”typ.




B

3m

3

G 

106 cu.ft





B

2.8 m3
99 cu.ft

4.65 m
164.2 cu.ft

A

A



T

G





CD

0.35 m/13.5" 

14.10 m/555"


2.23 m/88"

RD

19.21 m/756.5"




A
B
CD
G

: Attendant seat
: Baggage compartment
: Cargo door
: Galley
:


VOLUMES

cu.ft

Baggage compartment

10.45

369.0

Baggage per pax

0.145

5.13

Total baggage (incl. overhead bins)

13.86

489.3

Total baggage per pax

0.193

6.80



Emergency exit

RD : Rear entrance door
SD : Service door
T : Toilet

HIC compliant (CS25 562(c)(5) Amd t 10; FAR 25 562(c)(5) Amd t 25-64)
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NO

Dangerous Goods
on aircraft

OBJECTS THAT MUST NOT BE CARRIED AS
CHECKED OR CABIN BAGGAGE

AHU=s9ALZMQEhUeA1=?9*l?9INEAM="N=Ii=

Restricted Items
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Golden Myanmar Airlines Ofﬁces
YANGON HEAD OFFICE

TACHILEIK OFFICE

Tel: +95 1 8604036 (hot line) : +95 1 8604650~52,
Fax: +95 1 8604051
Hot line : +95 9 977993000~4
Email: sales-marketing@gmairlines.com
reservations@gmairlines.com
Website : www.gmairlines.com
Address : 3rd Floor, Saya San Plaza,
Corner of New University Avenue
& SayaSan road, Bahan Township, Yangon

Tel: +95 84 51260, +95 9 250645056,
+66 9 47492025
Fax: +95 84 51260
Address : no-(156/Hta), Aung Chan Thar Building,
San Sai (Kha) Ward, Bogyoke Aung San Main road,
Tachileik.

LASHIO OFFICE

Tel: +95 1 533272 (Ext: 0), +95 9 73256919,
+95 9 5030111, +95 9 5071873

Tel: +95 82 2930662, +95 9 254200974
Fax: +95 82 2930662
Address : No-(C), No-(2) Ward,
Pyi Htaung Su Road,
Construction Building, Lashio.

MANDALAY OFFICE

MYITKYINA OFFICE

Tel: +95 2 4030720, +95 9 260699622,
+95 9 255819997
Address : No-(376), 83rd Street,
between 31st x 32nd Street,
Chan Aye Thar San Township, Mandalay.

Tel: +95 74 20899, +95 9 254186964
Address: No-(534), Pyi Htaung Su Road,
Myay Myit Ward, Myitkyina.

YANGON AIRPORT OFFICE

MANDALAY AIRPORT OFFICE
Tel: + 95 2 4027073, +95 2 4027100,
+ 95 9 91043607

PUTAO OFFICE
Tel: +95 9 8611425
Address: No-(190), Byuhar Street,
Kaung Ka Htaung Quarter, Putao.

SITTWE OFFICE
NYAUNG U OFFICE
Tel: +95 9 254177517, +95 61 61219
Ofﬁce Address : Bagan Nyaung U
Airport Old Bagan.
Address : Bagan River View Hotel,
Near Museum, Old Bagan.

HEHO OFFICE
Tel: +95 81 63352, +95 9 254179226
Fax: +95 81 63352
Address : Pyi Htaung Su Road,
NannKone New Ward, Heho.

Tel: +95 9 254083487
Address: No-(90), Kyaunggyi Street,
Stadium Quarter, Sittwe.

THANDWE OFFICE
Tel: +95 9 250674766
Address : No. (344), Ngu Shwe War,
Zee Phyu Gone District, Ngapali Township.

DAWEI OFFICE
Tel: +95 9 43099961
Address : Dawei Airport,
Wegyun Quarter, Dawei

TAUNGGYI OFFICE
Tel: +95 81 2121337, +95 9 254195776
Fax: +95 81 2121337
Address : No-(7), Bogyoke Aung San Road,
Nyaung Shwe Haw Kone Ward, Taunggyi.
90

www.gmairlines.com

KAWTHAUNG OFFICE
Tel: +95 9 449090188
Address : Kawthaung Airport,
Shwepyisoe Quarter, Kawthaung

